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TESTS OF LIME SULFUR, BORDEAUX MIXTURE 
AND OTHER SPRAYS 
INTRODUCTION 
Among the problems with which the a,pple grower of today is 
confronted is the protection of the trees and fruit from .. the 
ravages of insect pests and fungous diseases. In order to be able 
to assist the growers of Illinois -in the proper selection and appli-
cation of spray mixtures, the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station has carried on spraying experin1ents for a number of 
years. During the surnmers of HHO and 1911 expe~iments were 
undertaken at Neoga, Illinois, the chief lines of work being tests to 
determine ( 1 ) the r elative efficiency of lime sulfur mixtures and 
Bordeaux mixture; (2) the comparative value of difl'erent com-
mercial brands of arsenate of lead .; and (3 ) the value of certain 
new fungicides and insectici.des. 
The orchard used for these exper.i.n1ents is owned by H. A. 
Aldrich and Company of Neoga, and is situated two miles south-
west of town. It consisted of 300 fifteen-year-old Ben Davis 
trees. r he orchard vvas divided into plats of four to six trees 
rach, and . the ·various plats sprayed differ ently. Scattered 
thruout the orchard check trees vvere left which received no 
treatment, with which t!o_ cmnpare the sprayed trees. Problems 
of a sin1ilar nature were grouped together and in no group were 
there more trees than coul.d be sprayed in a single day. Owing to 
the large nun1ber of different sprays which were used, and the . 
small amount of each which was required, the · rnaterial \Vas 
applied by means of a barrel pump at 100 to 125 pounds 
pressure. 
METHOD OF OBTAINING RECORDS 
Foliage notes w ere taken frorn tin1e to time thruou t the 
entire season and the windfalls picked up, counted and exarnined. 
AU fruit upon the trees at picking ti1ne ~ras gathered, counted, 
weighed, and a definite number front each plat examined. In 
1910 practically the entire crop of fr11it was exan1ined, but 
owing to the abundant yield of 1011 it was iJnpossible to 
examine tho whole crop. In selecting the saniples for exar.nina-
tion care was taken to secure apples vvhich ·would show lhe true 
valqe of the treatrnent given. A representative tree in each plat 
was chosen, and all the apples ·on a certain 'portion of it 
' 
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FIG. 1- --A \ \TELL SPRAYED ORCHARD, SEPTEMBER 1, 1910 
FIG . 2-A NEGLECTED ORCHARD ADJOINING THE 0RCHAHD 
SHOWN IN FIG. 1, SEPTEMBER 1, 1910 
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including those on the l'owest and uppermost branches and those 
. on the outer1;ilost and innermost branches of the tree, were 
picked and plac1ed on the sorting table. From these, two samples 
of 100 each were chosen and exmnined separately and the . 
records compared. 1n case the records ·were not approxi-
mately the same another sample of 100 apples was selected and 
exarnined, and this process was repeated until records ·were 
obtained upon an average sample. The. results recorded are the 
average of all samples examined: In examining the apples 
for bl mishes, a record was kept of all markings, ho\\rever sn1all , 
altho in grading th standard adopted by the Illinois State 
Horticultural' Society was adhered to.* r he grade records were 
taken fron1 the "samples examined and the percentages are based 
on lhe nun1ber of applf's in each grade. This makes the percent-
age of :Number twos and culils somewhat larger than would 
be the case had the grading been in terms of bushels. 
\VEATHER Co:KnrrrroNs 
The season of 1910 was quite abnormal. March was a warm 
month , and as a result the trees came into. bloom early in April, at 
least a month before ·the average normal blooming date. There 
was a very heavy hloorn and an excellent set of fruit which had 
reached the si7e of hazel-nuts by April 23, at which time many 
of the small apples ~Tere frozen. Perhaps 15 to 20 percent of 
the crop in the experimental orchard survived the cold.. The 
season was normal as regards rainfall, seldom more than ten 
days intervening behveen rains of one-half inch or more. The 
infection of apple scab eould not have been worse; . altho the 
fungus did not appear until about. the middle of May, when th 
apples were the si7e of hickory nuts. There was also an abundance 
of insects. Neighbo,rina' orchards which reC'eived no· care pro-
duced no fruit and w r-e defoliated before the first of Septen1ber. 
The conditions of 1911 were abnorn1al: as regards rainfall. 
The summ r was exceptionally dry, very little rain falling 
between the middle of June and the first of September; while both 
·For Ben Davi , a No.1. apple shall not be les than 2lfz inches in diam-
eter, shall be practically free from action of worms, or not over 10 per-
cent of the apple affected by ap or other defacement of surface; shall 
be handpicked from the tree and not brui ed or skin-broken; hall be of 
a bright and normal color and hapely formed. No. 2 apples may be 2:14 
inche in diameter, and not over 20 percent of the apple affected by 
·defacement of surface by ary rot, ~cab, worms, or other defects ;shall be 
hand-picked from the trees and not brui ed or skin-broken; shall be of a 
bright and normal color and hapelyformed. AdoptedDecember 17, 1.903. 
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September and October vvere vvet months. The trees came into 
bloom early in May, and during most of the blO.oming period 
there was a cold rain which continued for several days. I"n 
. spite of these conditions, unfavorable as they were for polli-
nation, there was a good set of fruit. The injury caused by 
insects was very slight, and the onl•y serious infection of scab 
came during the bl'oo:r11ing period. 'I he foliage and fruit on 
neighboring unsprayed orchards did not fall prernaturely, as was 
the case in 1910, and at the close of the season the check trees 
in the experimental orchard w ere as h ealthy in appearancb as 
the sprayed trees. 
SPRAY DATES 
In 1910 the entire orchard received a winter application of 
lime sulfur the latter part of March , just as the buds were 
beginning to swell; and from o.ne to six sumn1or applications 
were n1ade upon or near the foUo~~'ing dates : 
1. April 7 4. f.ay 27 
2. April 26 5. June 21 
3. May 10 6. July 22 
In 1911 a winter application of lin1e sulfur was given the 
entire orchard about the middle of April; and fron1 one to flve 
su1nmer applications ·were made upon or near the following 
dates: 
1. April 20 . !1. June 23 
2. May 18 5. Augu t 15 
3. June 3 
LIME SULFUR VERSUS BORDEAUX MIXTURE 
During the last few years lime sulfur has been atlractj ng 
attention as a fungicide fo.r the summer treatn1ent of apples. To 
determine the adaptibility of this spray for Illinois orchards, the 
following experiments were planned and carried out. 
TESTS IX 1910 
Plat A. Homemade lime sulfur.-This wa made by boiling together 
until all the sulfur was in solution, 10 pounds of lime, 20 pounds of sul-
fur, and about 15 gallons of water. This olution wa diluted so that in 
each 50 gallons of the spray there were four pounds of sulfur in solu-
tion.* This material was made up immediately before each application. 
Plat B. Home concentrated lime sulfur.-Thi wa made by boil ing 
together until all the sulfur wa. in solution, 50 pounds ·of lime, 100 
pounds of sulfur, and 60 gallons of water. This solution was diluted . o 
that in each 50 gallons of the pray there were 4 pound of sulfur in · 
*Based on analyses of similarly made solutions. 
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. olution. * Thi material was prepared early in the sea on and kept a a 
stock ~ olution, orne of it being used for each application. The records 
obtained upon the fruit in these plats were to be compared with those 
obtained upon the fruit in the A plat , to determine whether or not there 
was any deterioration of the hom concentrated lime sulfur solution upon 
standing. 
Plat C. Self-boiled lime and ulfur.-Thi was made from 32 pounds 
of lime, 32 pounds of ulful', ar:d 200 gallon of water. The preparation 
of this spray differ from that u·seq on plats A and B, as the only heat 
u ed to cook it is that which is furnished by the slaking lime. 
Plat D. Commercial lime ulfur.-Thi was a clear solution and was 
diluted so that each 50 gallon of the spray contained 4 pounds of sulfur 
in olution. * 
Plat E. Standard Bordeaux Mi:iture.-This was made from 4 pounds 
of copper ulfate, 4 pounds of lime, and 50 gallons of watel'. 
For the control of che,ving insects arsenate of lead was 
added to each of the above mixtures at lhe rate of 2 pounds per 
50 gallons of spray. 
In this group each plat, A, B, 0, D and E, consisted of 1G 
trees, which were subdivided into plats of four trees each. These 
subplats were designated A 1, A 2 A 3, A 4, B1, B2, etc. A 1, B1, 01, D1, 
and E1 each received three applications; A 2, B2, 02, D2 and E2, 
four applications; A3, B3 03, D3 and E3, five applications; · A4, B4, 
04 D4 and E4, six applications. 
EFFECT 0 FOLIAGE 
The first infection of scab did not occur until several days 
after the third application had been made, so that the early 
effects of the first three applications were quite similar. Shortly 
after the third application had been made, there-was considerable 
.rain, which washed off much of the spray, and at1 the same tin1e 
afforded excellent conditions for the gern1ination of scab spores. 
At the time the scab appeared there was very little spray nlate-
rial visible upon any of the trees which had been sprayed 'vith 
the lime sulfur mixtures, while there ~ras a large amount visible 
on the trees in Plat E, which had reeeived the Bordeaux mix-
ture. Plats A_ B 0 and D were almost as badly infected with 
scab as were the check trees, which had received no spray, but 
plat E showed very little scab. 
With. the exception of the self-boiled lime and sulfur, the 
later applications of the lime sulfur sprays checked to a consid-
erable extent the work of the scab, but at the same time caused 
much foliage injury. The injury \Vas along the edges and at the 
tips of the le_aves and in the scab spots, and the later the application 
the more severe was the injury. The influ nee of the self-boiled 
*Based on analyses of solutions used. 
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lime and sulfur in the control of scab was very lemporary; how-
ever, no spray injury followed ils use. The Bordeaux mixture 
proved very adhesive, controlled the scab almost perfectly and 
caused very little foliage injury. Of these five sprays, Bordeaux 
· mixture proved the most effici ent in protecting the foliage from 
scab, and self-boiled lime and sulfur the least e11'ective. All of 
lhe cooked· lime sulfur sprays possessed consid rable fungicidal 
value, but because of their lack' of adhesiveness their action was 
only temporary. 
In spite of the fact that self-boiled lime and sulfur posses es 
very little fungicidal value in the control of apple scab, special 
· attention must be called to the plats sprayed with this material, 
since the general appearance of the trees at a distance was much 
better than that of any of the others in this experilnent, owing 
to the large size, dark color and abundance of foliage. 'rhese 
trees did not suffer -so severely from the freeze as did the others, 
since the application of lime and sulfur made April 22 for1ned a 
coating over the fruit and foliage which acted in sonw way as a 
shield against the cold. · 
EF.F'ECT ON FHUIT 
All plats had some fruit survive the freeze of April 23 
excepting .platE, upon which Bordeaux n1ixture had been used. 
These trees were situated in the western part of the orchard, 
adjoining an open field, and only a very fe\v apples escaped 
being frozen . 
The foll,owing table shows the relative fungicidal value of the 
different lime sulfur sprays in the con~rol of scab on the fruit, and 
also the benefits derived from three,· four , five and six applica-
tions. These results fully corroborate lhose secured upon the 
foliage as slated above. Unfortunately there were no Bordeaux 
sprayed appl~s directly comparable ·with these., but:Judging from 
the effect upon the foliage much less scab might have been 
expected upon the fruit. The apples from the B plats (sprayed 
with home concent·rated lime sulfur) showed somewhat less 
scab than those from the ot:her plats, but even upon these' the 
a1nount of scab was exceptionally large. It must be understood, 
however, that the infection of scab could not have been worse, 
for check trees which received no spray yielded no sound fruit 
and lost their foliage early in September. In order to have any 
picked fruit for exainination from the unsprayed trees, it was 
necessary to gather it three or four weeks befor·e lhe fruit on the 
sprayed trees was ready lo harvest. At that time many of the 
apples were rotting on those trees, and nearly all of them werd 
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TABLE i.-EXAMINATION OF PICKED FRUIT FROM TREES SPRAYED 
WITH Ll.ME SULF R MIXTURES, 1910 
Total Per Per Applica- Per cent No. cent Plat Treatment tions cent cod-
made ap- scab CUI'- ling ple culio moth 
AI 10-20-13 lime ~ ulfur di- 1,2,3 '139 94 16 3.6 A2 luted 1 in 18 with 2-50 1,2,3,4, 33 81 24 3.0 As arsenate of lead 1,2,3,4,5 42 60 17 2.5 A• 1,2,3,4,5,6 77 32 24 2.6 
BI 50-100-50 lime. ulfur di- 1,2,3 96 68 25 4.0 Bt luted 1 in 2S with 2-50 1,2,3,!1. uo 39 15 2.8 Ba ar enate of lead 1,2,3,4,5 237 lt5 19 4.0 B4 1,2,3,4,5,6 140 15 15 2.7 
C! 32-32- 200 elf-boiled 1,2,3 438 98 38 8.0 c2 lime and sulfur with '1,2,3,4 323 96 16 0 Ca 2-50 ar enate of lead 1,2,3,4,5 510 . 98 16 2.0 c. '1;2,3, 1,5,6 660 00 29 lt.O 
DI Comm r cial lime ulfur 1,2,3 343 87 26 1.0 D2 diluted 1 in 35 with 1,2,3,4 160 73 32 5.0 Da 2-50 arsenate of lead 1,2,3,4,5 127 55 22 0 D4 1,2,3,4,5,6 203 60 35 3.5 
Check No treatm~nt None 210 100 100 28.0 
......, 
0......, 
<l.)<l.) 
0~ 
8~ 
0-;~ 
13 
18 
10 
5 
13 
15 
1ft 
7 
8 
10 
6 
19 
10 
8 
9 
10 
20 
deformed and undersized. Much of the injury as shown by the 
russet column was no doubt caused by the cold weather. An 
examination of the codling moth injuries shows that the action 
of the arsenate of lead in the control of this insect was about 
the same when used in any of the four sprays. 
lt must be concluded from these data that none of the lime 
sulfur sprays are efficient fungicides in the control of apple 
scab in seasons when there are severe attacks. If the danger of 
spray injury could be eli1ninated, any of the cooked solutions 
might prove efficient when only light . attacks of s'cab are exper-
ienced. Under no conditions would it seem wise to use self-
boiled lime and sulfur for djseases of the apple. 
TESTS IN 1911 
From the experin1ents in 1910 it was learned that self-boiled 
lime and sulfur would not control apple scab, and also that the 
home concentrated solution was as efficient as the ordinary 
homemade; so it was deemed unnecessary to repeat the treat-
ments given plats A and C in 1910. Treatments tested in 1911 
were therefor as follo·ws: 
10 
A. Home concentt·ated lime sulfur olution.- This was made from 50 
pounds of lime,' 100 pound. of sulfur, and ufficient water to bring the 
final volume of the solution to 66 gallons. Thi wa diluted so that eaeh 
50 gallons of the spray c.ontained 4 pound of sulfur in solution.1 
B. Commercial lime sulfur solution.-Thi was a clear solution and 
was diluted so that each 50 gallons of the spray contained 4 pounds of 
sulfur in solution1• 
C. Standard Bordeaux mixture.- This wa made from 1 pound. of 
copper sulfate, 4 pound of lime and 50 gallons of water. 
In this group each plat consisted of 1G trees, and . was sub-
divided into plats of four trees each. rl'hese sub plats ·were desig-
nated A1, A2, A3, A4 B1, B2, etc. It was the original intention to 
give A1, B1 and 01, three applications; A2, B2 and nJ, four appli-
cations; A3, B3 and 03, five applications; and A4, B4 and 04, six 
applicatio-ns; the plan was changed, how'ever, so that A1, A2, B1, 
B2, 01 and 02 each received three applications; A3, B3 and 03, four 
applicat,ions; At B4. and 04, five applications. 
EFFECT ON FOLIAGE 
The only serious infection of scab came before many of the 
· leaves were out, and as the amount ·was stnall in all cases it 
was impossible to detect any difl'erence between the three plats. 
This lack of scab no doubt reduced the amount o'f foliage injury 
caused by the spray, as infected leaves are the first to turn 
brown when spray is applied2• At no time during the season 
did any yellow leaves appear upon the trees sprayed with Bor-
deaux mixture. The first two applications of lime sulfur to 
plats A and B caused no injury whatever, and the amount fol-
lowing the third application was very .small. The fourth appli-
cation burned about 30 percent of the leaves at t·he tips and 
along the edges, and the fifth application affected about 50 per-
cent in the same way. The injury was more severe in plat B, 
upon which the co1nmercial lime sulfur had been used, than 
upon plat A, which had received the home concentrated solution; 
but in each case the trees rapidly recovered. rrhe adhesiveness 
of the Bordeaux mixture was much better than that of either of 
the lime sulfur sprays, and the amount of spray injury caused by it 
was negligible. 
lBased on analyses of similarly made solutions. 
20. S. Crandall , Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 135. page 225 (1909) . 
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EFI"ECT 0 F RLI'l' 
The feuit in these plats \iV~s pi.cked October 16 and 17. and 
exa1nined, with the following results: 
TABLE 2.--EXAMfNATIO. OF PlCKED FRUIT FH.O.'V[ TREES SPHA YED \Vll'H 
LIME, ULFUH. Ai~D BORDEAUX MIXTURE, 1911 
Plat Treatment 
\ppl es 
Appli- Per-
cation s cent 
made T9tal To- -~-~­No. tal 1 9 .5!3. bu. - "3 
u 
A1, A2 50-100- 66 lime ulfur
1
1,2, 3 7080 33 7 58 24 18 51 H 3 I 0 
As diluted 1-18 with 1 ,2,3 ,4 1050 5 63 27 10 lt4 ;?3 1 '> 
A. 2- 50 arsenate of lead 1,2,3, 1, 5 5605 25.i! 73 21 6 31 3 5 7 
B1, B2 Commercial I ime ul- 1,2,3 8!!56 35 66 26 8 39 3 lJ, 1 7 
Bs fur dilut d 1-35 1,2,3,4 1931. T 78 18 4 28 9 1 o 7 B4 wi th 2-50 arsenate of '1,2,3,4,5 6770 29} 72 24 4 33 31 2 4 
I ad 
<\ c2 4- 4-50 Bordeauxrnix- 1,2,3 12540 58} 78 175 25 7 1 0 
Cs tu re wit h 2-50 1 ,2,3,4 lt664 22i 86 11 3 25 0 () 0 
c4 arsenate of lead 1,2,3,4 ,5 !1320 19-! 79 19 2 15 0 4 0 
Check No tr·eatment .2532 8t 11 54 35 76 100 0 0 
i I . 
This table shows the relative effici e-ncy of the dilTerent nlix-
tuees., and the value of three. four and five applications. Since 
the objecfof this xperi1nent was lo determine the comparative 
Yalue of the difTerent mixtures for the prevention of apple scab, 
sp cial attention should be given to the -scab column in this 
table. The Bordeaux mixture used on plat C gave the best 
result, with comrnerc.ial lin1e sulfur as used on plat i3 sornevvhat 
better than the h01ne concentrat d solution used on plat \.. 'rhe 
fifth application with com1nerciallime sulfur appears to have 
been of no value whatever for the scab and other fungous 
attacks were rnore severe than when only four applications were 
made. This was a yea t· in which there was very little russeling 
of fruit , but this ·was to be expected, since there was so 
li!itle injuey frqn1 insects and fungous diseases, which are largely 
responsible for n1uch of the spray ~nj ury. ':Phe 'burn' ' recorded 
in the last column was an injury caus d by lime sulfur-arsenate 
and upon spe irnens so affected was quite serious. rrhe " burn' 
appeared as dark brown sunken areas, usually circular in 
* " Other fungi· · consisted chiefly of fly speck and sooty blotch. 
FIG. 3 - APPLES SHO\~rrNG "BunN'' CAUSED BY LIME SuLFUR AnsENATE. UPPER PIC'L'URE, PPEARANC:E OF 
!<""'RlJI'l' WHEN !<'IRS'l' 1 J U RE:D ; LOV/li;R PICTOH.E, APPEAH.A C l~ A'l' Pr I lNG T1 Ll!; 
i_ :. 
~<.._ __ 
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FIG. 4-G RADl G OF' APPLES FROM PLNl' J?•, SPRAYED F lYE TI.YlES WITH 
LIME LFUR-AR E ATE, 1911 
FIG. f>-GRADlNG OF APPLE FROM PLAT C4, RPRAYEU FIVE TIMES v.rrrH 
BORDEAUX-ARSENATE, 1911 ' ' 
. hape Lhe tissue being tough and leathery, which mad lh 
injury readily distingui hable from ordinary sunscald. As the 
appl es increased in size the "burned'' part had a tendency to. 
split away fr01n the ren1ainder of the appl , and it · sometimes 
. laughed off enLirely. In such cases , a russeted scar remained, 
\Vhich somewhat healed o;v 'r as the season ad.vanced. This 
injury was more sev re upon trees sprayed with commercial 
lim sulfur than tho.se reooiving the home concentrated solution. 
'This 'burn is quite different from anything previo.usly reported 
and differs from the lim ulfur injury o.n the foliage which 
always appears very ho.rLly after app1 i.cation, in that_ it was not 
.apparent. until about ten days after any applicalio.n . had been 
14 
1nade. Betwe "n the ti1ne of applicalion and lhe first appearancl' 
of the injury there intervened several vrry hot days . l'here wa 
only a trace of rain in that tiine, but upon several morning there 
were very heavy dews. After the injury first app ared it cle\·el;-
o ped very rapidly, so1uetimes affecting almost th ·entire appl . 
rl'he third application, made · about the first of . June. \Ya 
responsible for n1ost of lhe injury. 
The variation shown in the grade columns in rrable 0 is Stlifi-
cient to aHract: attention, as the p rcentage of Ntnnbr r 1 apple 
in the C plats (sprayed with Borel aux mixture) is consicl rably 
greater than in either of the others. The appl s picked from 
the check tree were exceptionally good for unsprayed appl sand 
·were harvested at the regular time. 1 his i · rather uncon1mou. 
as usually by picking ti1ne · n1osl of the fruit in i1ntreated }Jlat 
has either fallen or has rotted on the trees. On thing nolice-
·able " 'hich the table does not show was th variation in color 
helWeeJl the fruit harvested frorn th diJierent plats. · The 
apples which had· been sprayed \Vith . Bordeaux mixtur \Verp 
rnuch better colored than those which had r ceived th limE> 
'snl fur sprays. 
SUBS1.-Tl'UTION OF LIME SULFUR FOR BORDEAUX :v!IX-
TURE IN ONE OH 1."'WO OF rl'HE rr}!REE 
APPLICA'rlONS 
1."'he experin1e1ils thus far unsidered have d finjtely showu 
that Bordeaux mixture for use as a fungicide upon apples is 
1nuch sup ~rior to any of th litn sulfur sprays. HoweYer. 
since applications of Bordeaux mixture are occasionally fol-
Jowed by a russetu;g of lhe fruit and a premature defoliatiou. 
j t has failed to prove itself an ideal spray. Lirne ulfnr has 
bee1~ shown to possess certain fungicidal properties. Its cli.ief 
djsadvantage, aside fron1 po-ssible injurious effe ts , is ils lack of 
.adhesiveness. In order to see if it ·would be possibl to substi-
liute lin1e sulfur for one or more of the r Jgular applications of 
Bordeaux mixture, the following tests ·were made in 19-11: 
Plat 21. Lime. ulfur-ars nate, 1st, 2nd and 3rd applications 
Plat 22 . Lime sulfur-arsenate, tst and 2nd, Bordeaux-ar. enatc 3t·d 
Plat 23. Lime sulfue-aesenate, 1st aud 3rd, Bordeaux ar enate 2nd 
Plat 21L . Bordeaux-aesenate, 1 t ancl 3rd, lime uJJur-ar. enate 2nd 
Plat 25. Bordeaux:-ar. en ate, 1st, lime ulfur-ai'senate, 2nd and 3nl 
Plat 26. Boedeaux- aesenate, 1 t 2nd and 3rd application . . 
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EFFECT 0. FOLIAGE 
Very li ltle information vvas to be gained from the foliage 
notes. as the amount of injury of all kinds was quite sn1all for 
all plats. hnmediately after the third application of lime 
sulfur-arsenate had been 1nade, the trees receiv.ing it sho\\'ed a, 
small a1nount of injury, but not sufficient to be considered 
serious. This application was Inade June 3, and altho the 
injury lo the foliage was very slight a ve~y serious "burning'.' 
of the fruit devefoped ten days later. 
EFFECT ON FRUI'l' 
r he fruit on these plats :was picked and exan1ined October 
17 with the following results: 
Pla t 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Check 
T ABLE 3.- EXAMTNATJON OF PrC.:KED FRUIT FROM TREES SPRAYED 
JN VARIOUS' WAYS, 1911 
00 Apples .0 ,::::: co -~ 
0 ~ +"~ ,....,., 
:,j a:l 00 Percent p;j Pc;> 
Treatm ent ~'0 +" c;>;... Cl:loo Total 
1 121 ~ ~ ~~ ~if} ...... c:d Total Q;) ;...;j o.s No. bu. c Q;)..c: Cl:l;_. ;.... c., 0. c;> o.;., < 0-; 0 
Lime "ulfur-a~· enate 11,2,3 3862 1R=:fs 50 
:: 12: 
30 5 16 
Lime sulfur-arsenate 1 ') lt 262 21 =~1; 78 12 1 1 
Bordeaux-ar enate ,- 3 
Lime sulfur-arsenate '1, 3 3243 16 61 17 22 17 5 5 
Bordeaux-arsenate 2 
Bordeaux- arsenate 1, 3 6718 25 % 82 17 1 12 0 0 
Lime sulfue-ar enate 2 
Bordeaux-arsenate 1 87:?7 36 % 59 30 11 20 19 17 
Lime . ulfur-ar·scnate c,31 Bordeaux-arsenate 1,2 ,3 9870 371h 71 20 9 18 0 7 
Xo treatment 1589 6 H 42 -17 R5 99 0 
+" 
Oc: ~;... 
:_.;j 
c;>.O 
0-; 
14 
0 
::!1 
0 
19 
0 
0 
This experi1nent shows that the most satisfactory res·ults 
were secured when Bordeaux mixture was used for the first and 
tllird applications and lim e sulfur for the second. Under this 
treatn1ent there ·was a very low percentage of scab, no spray 
injury of any kind, and only one percent of the apples ·were 
culls. The fruit' on plat 22, which received l\\' O applications of 
lime sulfur and one of Bordeaux mixture, was very good and dif-
fered only slightly from that picked from plat 24. It is doubt-
ful , however , if this latter schedule would be a·s effective during 
a season when there was a severe infection of scab. 
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FIG. 6-GRADING OF APPLES :-A, FROM PLAT 21, SPRAYED THREE TIME. 
WITH LIME SuLFtrR-ARSENATE; B, FROM PLAT 24, FmsT AND THIRD 
. APPLTCA'L'IONS, BORDEAU -ARSE ATE, • ECOND APPLICATIO LIME 
8ULFUR-ARSH:NA1.'E; C, FROM PLAT 26, SPRAYED THRRE TIME 
vVJ'It'H BORDEAUX -ARSENATE 
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AT~rEMPTS TO REDU CE THE INJURY FOLLOWING THE 
USE OF BORDEAUX MIXTURE 
1rr 1905 the Illinois. Agricullural Experin1ent Station began 
an investigation to deterrnine the cause of Bordeaux injury and 
if possible find a remedy for it. Am.ong the treatments ·which 
gave the most promis of reducing this injury was the after 
spray with milk of lim ; that is , following the r gular ~ordeaux 
application as soon as dry wit4 an application o·r lime". 
TEST IN -1910 
rro detern1ine if this could be accomplished on a eon1n1ercial 
scale Ute following experirnent was carried out: 
Plat 1 L- In lieu of the regular sprayings with Bordeau..~ mixture 
only milk of lime was u d to determine the effect of the lime alone. 
Plat 12a.-Thi plat received three applications of 3-3-50 Bordeaux 
mixture, and each application a oon- aS · dry Wa8 followed by 4-50 milk 
of lime. In place of the fourth regular prayiug with Bordeaux mixture 
milk of lime was sub tituted . 
Plat 12b.-This plat differed from 12a in that it received on addi-
tional application of Bordeaux mixture followed with milk of lime. 
Plat 13a and 13b.- The e plat were treated the same as plats 12a 
and1 2b, re pecti\;ely, except that 4-I-50 Bordeaux mixture was used. 
Plat 14.-Thi ~ plat receiv d the first three r egular applications of 
4- lt-50 Bordeaux mixtur , th third of which wa followed by milk of 
lime. 
Plat 15.-This p lat r ceivcd the :first three regular applications of 
4-4-50 Bordeaux mixtur . 
Pl at 16.- 1'o this plat four applications of • 'l-4.-50 Bordeaux m1xtU1 ~ 
were given, the second, third and fourth applieations being followed with 
4-50 milk Of lime. An extraapplicationof 4-50milkoflimewasgivenfour 
weeks after the third and three weeks before the fourth application of 
Bordeaux mixture. 
Plat 17.--This plat r ceived the first thre regular application of 
3-3-50 Bordeaux m ixture. 
Ar enate of lead wa u ed with the Bordeaux mixture, 2 pound to 
each 50 gallons. 
E FFEC'r 0 . FOLIAGE 
Early in the season pla't 1 t had an abundance of large healthy 
foliage, but as the season ·advanced the injuries from fungous 
disea es and insects w re as severe as u.pon the check trees . Plats 
12 and 13 were in excellenl condition thruout the entire season. 
There was no foliage injury of any kind, and the , applications 
*C. S . Crandall, Illinois Agricultural Exp~riment Station Bu~letin 135 , page 280. (I gog). 
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of lirne n1alerially increased the adhesiveuess of the Bordeaux 
rnixture. r here was no noticeable difference between th e action 
of 4-4-5U and 3-3-50 Bordeaux 1nixture. 
Plats 14, 15 and 17 suffered so severely fro1n the freeze that 
they never fully recovered fron1 the e1Iects of it. The amount of 
scab and insect injury was quiie s~all for all plats and very few 
yellow leaves appeared on any of them. Plat 16 r covered from 
the effects of the freeze quite rapidly. There wa. very little scab 
or insec t injury. These trees were well coated ·with the spray 
material at the time of the free1e , and since adjoining trees spray-
ed only with Bordeaux mix lure suffered severely, due credit must 
be given the li1ne for lhe part it play d in shielding thes .trees. 
Et"'FECT 0 FH lT 
Those trees receiving applications of lime before the freeze 
had considerable fruit vvhich escaped being frozen. The xami-
nation of this fruil gave the following results: ~ 
TABLE /L-EXA:VUNATJON OF PICKED FRUIT FROM TREES SPRAYED WlTH 
BORDEAUX 'llXTURE AND MILK OF LIME, 1910 
--
Ooo ~..0 . ..... o _,co ...., Appliea- ~~ o~..c ~......, Z C1> aJ;::::s ~:.:::6 a:;Q.) Plat Treatment tion . -o. c.) cO t!? Qr:fl ~0, >-<c.:l ~i.ro S Hu; made Cl)UJ <1):::::: C1> ::l oro 0.. o..- 0, ~ o..>-~ - ~ 
12a 3-3-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate 1,2,3 688 5_.3 18. 4 1.5 15.3 
Lim used 1,2,3, l 
12b 3-3-2-50 Bordeaux-al'senate 1,2,3,-,5 . 530 5.2 16.7 4.5 15. 2 
Lime used 1,2,3,4,5 
13a 4-1•-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate 1,2,3 881 2 .0 2 .0 1.0 11.0 
Lime used 1,2,3,4 
13b 4-ll-2-50 Bordeaux-ae. enate 1,2,3,-,5 24 9 0.0 3.0 0.7 6.7 
Lime used 1,2,3,!!,5 
16 !t-'•-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate 1,2,3,- ,5 366 6 .0 26.0 6 .0 12 .0 
Lime used 2,3,!1,5 
17 3-3-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate 1,2,3 94 5.2 30 .8 6.3 25 .5 
It ·will be seen by examining the " total number of apples' 
colun1n and comparing the plats in which the Bordeaux mix-
ture '";as followed by the milk of liine with plat 17, in which only 
Bordeaux mixture was used that th rnilk of lime applications 
had a decidedly beneficial effect in protecting the apples from the 
freeze. There is also no doubl but that Lhe afler spray of mill<: 
of lime prolongs th efllci ency of ~he Bordeaux-arsenate by in-
creasing its adhesiveness. Altho the difference in the p rcentof 
scab between the plats sprayed with 3-3-50 and 4-4-50 Bordeaux 
f9 
mixture as used in plat 12 and 13 \vas not great there wa.s a 
li ·ht advantage in favor of the 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture. '!'his 
was also true in r gard to the action of the arsenate of lead in pre-
Tenting curculio and codling moth injuries. It also appeared that 
the after spray with lim had a tendency to reduce the amount of 
.russ ting, as in all plab in which the lime was used the amount 
of russet was considerably less than where the Bordeaux-
-arsenate alon was us d. However, such a conclusion based 
up·onthese data should be consid~red t ntative, since much of the 
ru et n1ight have been due to the cold vveather. 
'rESTS IN 1911 
It has be n the experi ence of some gro\vers who are in the 
habit of dreucliing th ir trees vvhen spraying wHh Bordeaux 
mixture that they had very liltle of their fruit russeled. 'fo 
ecure data ou this a te twas made to detern1ine the difference 
in lh amount of russet ·caused by drenching and by light but 
thoro applications. Invesligations* have also shown that the 
most severe russeling of the fruit caused by. Bordeaux 1nixture 
is the resull of th applicabons made shortly afler the fall of 
the petals. In continuing the treatments to delerrnine the best 
method of reducing the injury follo"ring the use of Bordeaux 
n1ixlure. th followina tests wer 1nade: 
Plat 340 Bordeaux-arsenate 4- ·1-2-50, .drenched 
Plat 35. Bordeaux-ae enate 4-4.-2-50 
Plat 36. Bordeaux-ar ·enate /1- J-2-50, third application followed 
by omilk oflime 
Plat 37. Bordeaux-arsenate ~-4-2-50, 0 econd application follow-
ed by milk of lime. 
The e plats w re each given the first three regular stimmcr 
;applications. 'fhe "2" in each forn1ula slands for 2 pounds of 
· .ar enal of l ad. 
0 
The fungous and insect injuries to the foliage were so slight 
'in all plals that no differences could be distinguished. rrhe adhe-
. iYeness of the mixture applied Lo plat 34 \Vas much more marked 
than thal applied to plat 35, and the drenching applications 
ee1ned to exert a stin1ulating action. rrhe foliage in plat 34.was 
xlra large, vigorous , and of a v ry dark green color. NooyeJlo\v 
1eaf appeared on plat 34, and only about five pe.rcenl of the 
leaYe on plat 35 w er so affect d. There was no noticeable 
• U . P o Hedrick . New York (Geneva) Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 287. 
page 1~3 . 
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difference r·esulting from the treah11ents given plals 36 and 37 
as 'the general appearance of both was the sa1ne thruout the entire-
season. No yellow leaf appeared at any tiine .upon either plat. 
Plat 
34 
35 
3.6 
37 
TABLE 5.-EXAMINA'l'ION OF PrCKED .FI1UIT FROM THEES PRAYED 
DIFFERF.NTL Y WITH BORDEAUX MIXTURE, 1911 
Apple ,.0 ..= 
cO ~ 
<:.:. ~0~ 
Appli- Per en ~ .S o E o ~ t 0~<1) c.JCV 
Treatment eations cen ~ <1> ~ o coo Ttl-c:d ---oooc....tln;:...f.ll 
made 0 a ~ ,; I 1., "' ,.._ ~ ~ " "' " No. o . ~ ~ <1) :;j P... :.= ~ ~ 
E-',..0 :2 1 ~ a3 ~ 0 -g 
0~ ~ 
Bordeaux-arsenate 1, 2, 3, 4085 17! 78,20 2 14 2 18 2 drenched . 
Bordeaux-arsenate 1, 2, 3, 3640' 16! 65 27 8 26 2 t 2 14 
Bordeaux-arsenate 1, 2, 3, 5505 20! 80 17 3 2 5 2' lime af.te1' 3rd 39 
Bordeaux-arsenate 1, 2, 3. 8985 33t 86 13 1 32 0 1 '} lime after 2nd 
I 
The results given in this table show that the heavy applica-
tion of Bordeaux-arsenate was n1uch preferable to lhe usual 
lighter application. The efficiency of the n1ixture -vvas not only 
greater in controlling scab, but the an1ount of russeting for 
\vhich the spray \vas no doubt responsible was rnuch les·s. The 
results from plats 36 and 37 seem to indicate that it maller very 
1itLle 'whether the lim e follows the seco11:d .o.r third application. 
The apples in plat 37 graded slightly better than those in plat 
36. Since these results are not entirely in accord -vvith Lhose 
obtained in 1910, .this subject needs further invesligation .. · 
LIME SULFUR l)SED AT \~ARIOuS STRENGrrHS 
In the preceding experim.ents, where lime sulfur has been 
used, the solution in all cases was one in whjch Lhere ·were 4 
pounds of sulfur in so:lution in each 50 gallQns of the spray. To 
determine the effici ency and safety of lime sulfur solutions of 
varying strengths, the following experiment -vvas carried out in 
1911. Com1nercial lime sulfur was used. 
Plat 42. 1 gallon lime sulfur to 50 gallons .of water 
Plat 43. 1 gallon lime sulfur to 40 gallons of water 
Plat 44 . 1 gallon lime sulfur to 20 gallons of water 
Plat 46. 1 gallon lime sul.fur to 30 gal'lons of water. 
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Arsenate of lead was added to each at the rate of two pounds 
to 50 gallon of the spray. Very littl e difference was noted in 
the foliage in the diff r ent pla~s. In each case lhere was a slight 
injury follo.wing the third application, but in nO' plat did it 
prove permanent. The records upon the fruit , ·which was 
picked a!ld exan1ined October 13 w ere as follo.~·s : 
T.-\BLE 6 .-EXAM l ATIO OF PICKED FRUIT FROM TREES SPRAYED WI'l'H 
LIME SULFUR OF V ARIOUS STRE G'l'HS, 1911 
Apples ~ I ~ ~ Q;) l=' 00 .... Per <:..)~0{) 00 ;::::! 00 ~ ~ ;::::! Appli- 0 ;::5 cent Q;);::::! .... ..0 
Pla t 'treatmen t cation ~ .0 ~ <:,j<,-; ~ ~ § ~ .... ~ p 
made c; c; !!:. ~~~ Q;) <:.:> <:.:> 0 ~ ~ 1 '2 :; Q;) ~ ~ .... 0 0 A; 0 a; Q;) E-' ~ c.J A; A; 
42 1-50 lime sul fur, with! 1' 2, 3 1545 6t 70 21 9 38 lt3 1 1 
2- 50 ar enate 
43 1-40 lime sulfur, with 1, -, ·3 2585 1H 56 32 12 66 10 0 0 
2- 50 arsenate 
lt4 1-20 lime ~ulfur, with 1, 2, 3 /l767 20t 63 17 20 71 8 ·3 2 
2-50 arsenate 
46 1-30 lim sul fur, with 1, 2, 3 2544 11 66 26 8 39 31  1 7 
2- 50 arsenat,e 
The w eakest solution used, one gallon of concentrated s.olu-
tion to fi fty gallons of wat r ,· which gave a spray containing 
about 2¥2 pounds of sulfur p r fifty gallons , seems to have been 
the proper dilution for conditions as they existed during 1911. 
In this plat there w re not onl)T few er scabby apples but a 
larger percentage of u1nber 1 apples than is cr dited to. any 
other plat. One thing noticeabl was the small amount o.f in-
jury resulting frorn the strong solution used on plat 44. 'rhere 
were in each fifty gallons· of this spray about eight pounds of 
sulfur, which is twice the aroount generally considered safe for 
use upon apple.s: rro de.termine what would be the ellect of 
these dilutions in asons of more abundant rainfall fu'I'ther 
invesligations are n cessary. 
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TESTS OF COMMEHCIAL BRAND OF ARSENArrE OF LEAD 
, ' 
Arsenate of lead has been one of the leading iuse ticides for 
use in combating chewing insects for a number of years. The 
last fe"' years t\\renty-five or more commercial n1anufacturers 
have made and offered for sal prepared arsenates of lead , about 
. which many requests for information have been received. rrhe 
brands which were fonnd upon the n1arket in this state in Jan-
uarv. 1910. " 'ere collected and analyzed with the fo1lowing 
results: · 
TABLE 7.- RES LTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF Co 1M ERCIAL ARSE A'rE 
OF LEAD 
A received · 
Brand 
Sherwin-vVilliam_ .... 
Grasselli .............. 
Star . ....... . ... ... . ... 
Niagara ............... 
Blanchard .... . . 
Disparene ....... . .... 
Swift ........... 
I 
Moist- ~ 
ure 
ItS .18 
4.0.20 
40. 2.0 
42 .05 
32 .96 
51.08 
45.56 
Hemingway ....... . . . . · 39.05 
Rex ............. · ..... . 46.41 
Target .... . .... .. ..... 41.50 
Eagle ........... . .... . 47.75 
Vr·eeland .. . ......... 43.22 
Vreeland powdered ... Trace 
Le[ld I rscnicl 
o id oxid 
35.77 12 . d) 
39.52 16. 29 
40.99 16.95 
38.4 2 16.70 
43.05 19.71 
31.19 14.97 
35.53 .17 .O lt 
37.96 19.15 
33.82 . 17 .13 
35.96 18.93 
34.12 17.05 
35.53 19. 25 
62 .70 33./6 
loi ture free I 
Lead IAr eni cl.._ oluble ar-
oxid oxid sen ie oxid 
69.02 24.62 AllI e 
66.08 27.07 than % of 
68.5 .1 28. 3!} 1 perce nt 
66. 29 28.81 
6!1.. 21 29.40 
63.7 5 30.60 
65. 26 31.31 
62 .28 3LH 
63.10 31.96 
6.1. 46 32 .35 
65.30 32 .63 
' 62 .57 33.90 
62 .70 33.76 
'1 hese: arsenates w ere purchased directly frorn the manufac-
turers , and were all r eceived in the form of pastes, with the 
exception of Vreeland's po·wdered. An xatuination of the above 
table sh0\\7S considerabl ,:ariation in the composition of the 
different samples, the perc.entage of arsenic oxid ranging 'from 
12.7f5 in Sherwin-'\Nilliatnsto-19 .71 in Blanchard, and the·lead 
oxid fronl31.19 .in Disparen to 43.05 in Blanchard. rrhe an1ount 
of soluble arsenic oxid is shown to be quite lovv in all samples. 
Calculated on the dry basis there is a variation in arsenic oxid 
from 24 .62 to 33.90% , and in lead ox.id fr01n 61.46 to 69.02%· 
Chemically speaking there ar a number of differ nt arsenal s 
of lead but there are only two ·which are used coinmercially, * th 
• Bulletin 131. Bureau of Chemistry , U.S. Dept. of A~rriculture . page 17. 
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tri-plumbic arsenate, represented by Pb3 (As04) 2, and cmnnwnly 
call edn utral or ortho arsenate of lead, and plumbic hydrogen 
arsenate of I ad, represented by PbH s04 and comrnonly called 
acid arsenate of lead. Most of the above samples are a mix,ture 
of these two; iu some th neutral predominates, while in others 
th ·re is more of the a id·. Only one, Sherwin-Williams, has the 
arsenic oxid and I ad oxid in the proportions to form the tri-
pluinbic arsenate. A ar enic is the ingredient present in arse-
nate of lead, giving to it its value as an insecticid the .aboYe 
analyses show that the .manufacturers, as a. rule, have attempted 
to put out producls containjng the maximurn amount of arsenic. 
In order lo obtain r eliable data upon the con1parative values 
of the djtTerent arsenat s it was deemed necessary to test thei:n 
in the field. Since it wa·s in1pos ible to try all of those which 
were analyzed a f w r epresentative ones based on analyses, were 
selected. rrhese w re tested in two groups, one in \\•hich they 
were applied ~·ith Bordeaux mixture,. and a second in which they 
were applied with lim sulfur solution. · 
']_' ESTS IN 1910 
AH.SENA'rES OF L EA D wrrrH BORDEA X MIX'l'URE 
rfhe following arsenates of lead ~'ere applied \Vith 4-4-50 
Bordeaux mixture, 2 or 3 pounds being used to each 50 gallons' 
as indicated: 
Plat 6. 
Plat 7. 
Plat 10. 
Plat 14. 
Plat 20. 
Plat 21. 
Plat 22. 
Plat 23 . 
Plat 24 . 
Plat .25. 
Plat 26. 
Plat 27. 
Plat 28. 
Plat 29. 
Plat 30. 
herwin-Williams pa 'te arsenate .......... .. .. 2-50 
herwin-\Villiams paste arsenate .. , . . ..... . ... 3-50 
Vreeland powdered arsenate .................. 2-50 
Gras'elli pa t arsenate .......... . ............ 2-50 
Gra selli paste arsenate .... , ............. . .... 3-50 
Lion brand paste arsenate...... . ..... . . . . . .. 2-50 
Lion brand past arsenate ............. ... ...... 3-50 
Vreeland paste arsenate ........... . .. . ......... 2-50 
Vreeland paste arsenate ....................... 3-50 
Hemingway paste ar euate ......... · ......... 2-50 
Hemingway pa te arsenate .................... 3-50 
Star be and pa. te ars nate ............ . ...... 2-50 
tar brand pa te arsenate .. .. ........ . ......... 3-50 
Eagle brand paste ar enat.e .... ............... .. 2-50 
Eagle b··and paste arsenate .. ............ . ...... 3-50 
These plats all ufl'er d quite severely fron:1 the freeze. Owing 
lo a d lay in the r eceipt Df Hen1ingway and Sher"rin-Williarns 
arsenates of lead, plats 6 7 95 and 96 did not receive the flrst appli-
cation;. oth rwise, the first three regular applications were givet1 
to all plats. Very little could be determined from the foliage , as 
insect iujuri.es were practically the san1e for .all plats. A nun1ber 
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of plats had so f '"' apples survive the freeze that they were not 
\Vorthy of consid ~ration. rrhe follo"ring tabl hows the records 
which were obtained by exa1nining apples from the plats having 
fruit. 
TABLE 8.-EXAMl ATION OF' PICKED 1• R IT FROJ\11 TREE PRAYED WITH 
Plat 
6 
7 
10 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Check 
BORDEAUX 1IXTURE A D VARiOUS AR E A'l'E OF LEAD, 1!)10 
C!) 
1'0 o ~o 
cdc;d z ~ l--
Te atment .;:; 8 - ~ ;:::; Q.oo ~0.. .....,~ p;~ c;~ &;;::l 
0 oo<!j .s E-i 0 
-2·-_-5_0_8_' h-e-r-,v;-rJ-.n-_-,,-,-i 1-11-. a-m--a-rs~e-ri-a-te \ 2 ,~ 691. 3 5 
with 4-!1-50 Bordeaux mixture 
3-50 Sherwin-Williams ar enate 2, 3 41 2 20 
with 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture 
2-50 Vreeland powdered arsenate 1, 2, 3 152 36 
with 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture 
3-50 Grasselli arsenate with 4-4- 1, 2, 3 2'>8 30 
50 Bordeaux m ixtur 
2-50 Lion ar·senate with 4-4-50 1, 2, 3 2011 52 
Bordeaux mixture 
3-50 Lion arsenate with 4-4-50 t , 2, 3 398 68 
Bordeaux mixture 
3-50 Vreeland arsenate v; ith 4- 1, 2, 3 345 60 
4-50 Bordeaux mixture 
No treatm ent 210 100 
Percent 
codling 
moth 
7 
6 
8 
2 
' 8 
18 
28 
Because of the small anwunts. of fruit harvested from the 
above plats such data as thes are quite inadequate from which 
to draw any definite conclusions. However , it is interesting to note 
that as a rule 3 poundsof arsenate of lead w ere not any n1ore 
etlicient in preventing codling n1oth and curculio injuries than 
2 pounds. It is also evident from these data that the first applica-
tio!n, which vvas made just before the bloom, had no influence 
upon these two insects, since plats 6 and 7, which did qot receive 
this applicaLion, showed practicall.y ihe least amount of injury. 
ARSENATES OF LEAD WI'l'H LIME S LF R 
\Vhen arsenate of lead is added to lime sul(ur . solution, a 
chemical reaction between the t\\-·o takes place. The extent and 
nature of th.is reaction differs in the case of the different arse-
nates. * To deter1nine whether or not there was any differ-
ence in the action upon the trees (due to this variation in the 
*C. E. Bradley and H. V. Tartar: Further Studies of the Rell.ctions of Lime Sulfur Solu-
tion and Alkali Waters on Lead Arsenates. Journal of lndu trial and Engineering Chemistry 
Vol. 2, No.7, page 328. (HHO); 
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reaction) the followinO' bra1id w re added to diluted conunercial 
lime ulfur and tesled two pounds of arsenate per 50 gallons 
b ing used, as indicat d. 
Plat 1. Sherwin-William pa te arsenate ....... . . . ... . 2-50 
Plat 2. H mingway pa te arsenate ....... .. ......... . ... 2-50 
Plat 3. Star brand pa t e ar enate . . .. ... .............. 2-50 
Plat !1. Vreeland powder ed ar enat .... . .. . .... . . .. .... 2-50 
Plat 5. Vreeland paste ar. enat . .. . .... . . : . . .. . ......... 2-50 
'I h s~ plats w ere giv n the 2nd, 3ed a.ud 4th applicalions. 
~""fhe fir t application was on1itted, o·wing to a del~y in the re-
ceipt of son1e of th ar enates of lead. These trees withstood the 
cold very well , and recovered quite rapidly from all apparent 
injury. 
Considering the effects on th foliage, lin1e sulfur in cornbi-
naliun with She:rwin-\Villiams arsenate of lead, as used on plat 
·1: gaYe the best r esults. This mixture was the 1nost adhesive, 
permitted the least scab, and cause9. yery little foliage injury. 
The a.rsenates of lead used on the other plats acted much alike. 
The fourth application caused some foliage injury, which was a 
liltle· more severe upon trees receiving li1ne sulfur and Heming-
way and SLar arsenates of lead than those which :received lime 
ulfur in co1nbination with the Vreeland brands. Any dilfer-
ence in insect injury to the foliage was too sn1all to be noticed. 
All plats had son1e fruit survive. the freeze. · It was picked 
and examined October 26 , with the fo1lowing results: 
TABLE 9.-EXAMlr ATION OF PICKED FRUIT ~FROM TREES 8PRA YED WITH 
LI 1E ULFUR AND VARIOUS ARSENATES OF LEAD, 1910 
· 0 rn ~ ~-~ I~ bO .c ~~ Applica- z~ I= $'3 Co.;l o.;l,.C ~-e~ o.;lrn Plat Treatment tions -o. <::let~ <:,;)<:,;) <:.:lrn ~0. ""~ '-'>-< >-<:a 0 '-'::l made Octl ~rn O,;l::l <llo8 ~ .... 8 - 0.,<:,;) ~~ 
----
------
1 2-50 Sherwin-Williams 2, 3, 4 267 58 19 6 6 
ar enate with lime 
sulfur 
2 2-50 Hemingway ar n- 2, 3, 4 318 98 5'1 14 46 
ate with lime sulfur 
1.2_5 ' 3 2-50 •. tar brand ar en ate 2, 3, 4 100 27 3 36 
with lime , ulfur 
4 2-50 Vreeland dey ar- 2, 3, /1 489 83 31 4 2.2 
en ate with lime 
sulfur 
5 2-50 Vreeland arsenate 
with lime sulfur 
2, 3, 1 337 68 30 6 24 
Check No treatment 210 100 100 28 20 
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. rrhe results r ecorded in this tabl corroboral those obtaiued 
upon the foliage. They show that fruit frorn thos trees rec iY-
ing lime sulfur c01nbined with lh Sherwin- \\iillian1 ae enate 
of lead (plat 1) S\lffered the least fron1 scab: curculio and ru L 
rrhe next in order are the Vreeland brands , between which there 
is little difl"erence, excepling in the an1ount of scab. In the 1 re-
vention of scab, the dry arsenale of lead in combination vYith 
li1ne sulfur (plat 4), was so1newhat more effective than th pa te 
arsenate sirnilarly used. Of the Star and Hemingway b~·ands, 
in cornbination 'vith lime sulfur neith er exert d much influeuce 
in the control of scab. Of these two the Star brand wa rnore 
eificienl in preventing curculio and codling moth injuri 'S . Bolh 
brands caused considerable russet, those apples spray d with the 
Herning,vay brand showing more russet than those r ceiv·ing the 
Star brand. Since the Lrea-llnent gi en these plats was identical 
except in the brand of arsenal of 1 ad us d the variation in the 
res.ults nmst be due in part at least , to diilerences in the re-
actioris resulting when the different arsenates of lead are rnixed 
with the lirne sulfur solution. · · 
Fron1 these r esults w e ruust conclude that for the summ'ee 
treatment of apples the neutral arsenate of lead ( lo which clas 
the Sherwin-\Nilliams belongs ) in combination with lime ulfur 
solution produces a spray which is more effi cient and safer to 
use than one rnade by c01nbining lime sulfur solution with ar-
senates of lead containing higher percentages of arsenic and 
known as acid arsenates. * 
.. The following extrad from an articl e by W. H. Vol ck, entitled '"J'h 
Significance of Leaq Arsenate Composition", publi hed in cience ~- S. 
Vol. 33, Numbet' 85T, page 886, 870, June 2, 1911, has a bearing upon 
this point. ·"The acid ar·senate. ar ~table und r ac.id conditions, but are 
transposed into the ortho-arsenate, the most tabl e compound, under 
neutral and alkaline condition . The transpo ition involves the libera-
tion of arsenic oxide or oluble ar~. e11ates . The· . ignifieance i at once 
. apparent. When ar·senate of lead i applied a a pray it is subj eeterl to 
neutr~l and alkaline con'ditions. Thi i e pecially true if the \Yater 
used in praying co ntains alkalies . 'l'hat i, , the eondition. favorabl e to 
the transpositions of the ar.id arsenat .. into th ortho-compound obtain. 
As fast as the neutral wate·r·s of fogs, dew , and rain. \Va h away the 
liberated arsenic oxide, o1· wh{m the latt r is ab orbed by th plant t i -
ues thems~lves, the onditi.on. ar r e tored for more to b form ed. ThP 
ultimate result i the comp let transpo itiou of th acid ar enate. to th 
or-tho~compound and the I iberation of the excess ar, eni c oxide." 
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TESTS IN 1911 
ARSENATE OF LEAD ~l'I'H BORDEAUX MIXTURE 
In HH1 the following arsenales of ·lead were tested in com-
bination with 4-4-50 Bordeaux m1xture, the amounts used being 
a.s indicated: 
Plat 1 i. Swift paste ar enate ........... ..... . ....... . ..... 2-50 
Plat 12. -Vreeland pa te ar enate ...... . .................... 2-50 
Plat 13. Vreeland powder dar enate ...... . ..... . ......... 2:...50 
Plat 14. Vreeland powder d arsenate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1-50 
Plat 15. Hemingway pa. te arsenate ...................... 2-50 
Plat 16. Sherwin-William pa. te arsenate ............ .' .. 2-50 
'Tihese plats were given the first three regular summer appli-
cations. Very little was to be learned from examination of the 
foliage, as the amount of insect injury to the leaves was very 
small. There was no noticeable difference in the adhesiveness of 
the different mixtures. The following is a table showing the 
results of the examination of the fruit. 
TABLE 10. ExAMINATION OF PICKED FRUI'r FH.OM TREES SPRAYED WITH 
BORDEAUX MIXTURE AND VARIOUS ARSENATES OF LEAD, 1911 
(f) ..c 
~ Apples ......, 0 .....,o.....,o ......,......, 
:;:ja;> \ Percent § := ~ 8 Ha;> 
Plat Treatment C1:S'O a:lr:n OcO 
Total Total l I I e ~ 1': ~ Ow iS t...;:::l No. bu. 1 ') := ~ ;:::l ~:§ ~>-I 0. 
- ;:::l 0 
~ 0 g 
---
11 2-50 Swift ar enate 
with· 4-4-50 Bordeaux 
1,2,3 8365 361A [ 75 22 3 1 8 19 
12 2-50 Vreeland a ... enate 1,2,3 7835 321A 61 23 16 3 5 It 
with 4-lt-50 Bordeaux 
13. 2-50 Vreeland dry ar -
nate with 4-4-50 Bor-
1,2,3 15565 62 % 77 18 5 3 5 11 
deaux 
ill 1-50 Vreeland -dry ar, - 1,2, 3 10200 40 60 28 12 7 7 30 
nate with 4-Lt-50 Bor-
deaux 
15 2-50 Hemingway a" e- 1,2,3 52lt5 22 57 33 10 4 7 8 
nate with 4-4-50 Bor -
deaux 
16 2-50 Sherwin-\Villi am 1,2, 3 3132 13%, 71 20 9 0 7 7 
arsenate with Bor-
-deaux 
Check No treatment 937 4 10 30 6() () 6 0 
Here again very littl ~ can be deter1nined by such results, 
since the table sho\vs a variation of only 7% in curculio injury 
between the different plats, and but 3% in codling moth injury. 
The variation in the per entage o:f russeting between the differ-
ent plals may be due in part to the arsenate of lead which was 
used, as other conditions w ere the san1e. 
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ARRE A'fES QF' LEAD WITH LI:\>1E SULFUR SOLUTION 
rro further test the action o.f the variou arsenates of lead 
when applied in combination with lirne sulfur solution, the fol-
lowing brands were added to cornmerciallime sulfur and tested 
the number of-pounds in ·ach 50 gallons of spray being as indi-
cated: 
Plat 1. Vreeland dry ar enate ...... . ..... ............... 2-50 
Plat 2. Vreeland dry arsenate ...... ... . · ...... . .......... 1-50 
Plat 3. Vreeland arsenate ..... . ..... . ....... ... ... . ...... 2-50 
Plat 4. Eagle ar enate .... .. ........... .. ................. 2-50 
Plat 5. Gras elli ar· enat alone .......... .. ............. . 2-50 
Plat 6. Swift ar enate .................................. . 2-50 
Plat 7. Sherwin-Williams arsenate ... . ................. 2-50 
Plat 8. Gra elli ar enate ............. . ................. 1-50 
~lat 9. Hemingway ar nate .............................. 2-50 
Plat 10. Summer strt'ngth lime ulfur alone. 
These plats were given the three regular applications. There 
was some foliage injury on all plals fron1 tin1e ·to tirne thruout 
the sun1mer, but only in plat5, which received Grasselli arsenate 
of lead alone, was it of a permanent nature. ·In this plat there 
was very little injury . until about the middle of Septernber, at 
which time lhe leaves turned brown along the edges and at the 
tips. These trees retained this frost hitten appearance thruout 
the remainder of the season, and about 25% of the leaves fell 
prematurely. The materials used on plats 7, 8 and 9 appeared 
to be slightly rnore adhesive than those used on the other plats. 
These plats all had an abundance of fruit, which was pickerl 
October 24 and 25, and exarnined \Vilh the resulls shown in 
Table 11. · 
The thing rnost noticeable in this table is the variation in 
the a:rr;wunt of scab. Plats 7, G and 3, which .were sprayed with 
· Sherwin-vVilliams, Swift, and Vreeland arsenates of lead, 
respectively, were least infected with scab, having 16, 18 and 19% 
of the apples scabby. Owing to the sm:an a1nount of insect 
injury, little can be said as to the comparative insecticidal value 
of lhe different .brands. There \Vas a varying amount of russel 
and "burn" credited to the different plats, but the diff.eren:ce is not 
great. However, since neither arsenate of lead nor lime sulfur 
when used alone caused any' burning," this injury is undoubtedly 
due to the reaction resulting when the two are combined . 
. Attention is called especially to the records obtained in plat 
5, which received arsenate of lead only, and plat 10, which· 
received lim-e sulfur only. It will be seen from these results 
that lime sulfur solulion and arsenate of lead when used alone 
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TABLE 11.-EXAMINATIO OF PICKED FRUIT FRO 1 TREES SPRAYED WITH 
LIME SULFUR AND V ARIOUS ARSENATES OF LEAD, 1911 
Appl 
Percent 
Plat Treatment T~~~l Tg~~l 1 I ; I~ 
' 2-50 Vreeland ! 1,2,3 94.73 42% 68 23 9 28 8 11 I 5 
ar en ate with 
lime ulfur 
2 1-50 Vreeland 1,2,3 5495 26%, 80 17 3 20 6 11 2 
dry a-r:· enate 
with lime ulfur 
3 2-50 Vreeland 1,2,3 5944 27 "% 82 17 1 19 19 7 2 
dry ar enate 
with lime ulfur 
4 2-50 Eagle ar- 1,2,3 4595 20 %, 72 19 9· 35 13 9 11 
enate with 
lime ulfur 
5 2-50 Gra elli 1,2, 3 1352 5 % 63 2-1 13 52 4 1 1 
ar euate alone 
6 2-50 Swift · ar- 1,2, 3 H 75 22¥.! 86 12 2 18 3 8 5 
senate with 
lime ulfur 
7 2-50 Sherwin- 1,2,3 5905 27 % 78 ·J 7 5 16 · 7 0 3 
William ar-
senate with 
lime sulfur 
8 1-50 Gra elli 1,2,3 · 4395 17 % 73 20 7 25 13 .5 1 
ar enate with 
lime sulfur 
9 2-50 Heming- 1,2, 3 4617 23 % 65 26 9 36 4 8 8 
way arsenate 
with lime . ul-
fur 
10 Lime ulfur 1,2,3 2380 121;-J, 55 33 12 41 12 26 15 
alone 
Check No treatment 1396 5 57 43 89 15 16 0 
1 
5 
""' I 
0 
.5 
2 
5 
4 
0 
0 
each possess son1e fungicidal value, but that by combining the 
two a much rnore effic'ient spray is produced. One point difli-
cult to explain is the large amount of insect injury recorded 
against plat 10 . . The fruit in this plat suil'ered worse from cod-
ling moth lhan did any of the check trees thruout the entire 
orchard. 
AlLho the results r ecorded in lhe different colun1ns do not 
show wide variation hetween the different plats, they are in 
accord with those obtained in 1910, which showed that in com-
bination with lirne sulfur solution, the neutrar arsenate of lead 
produced a spray which was rnore efficient and safer to use 
than those arsenates higher in arsenic oxid. 
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CER11AIN NEW FUNGICIDES A TD INSECrriCIDES 
Manufacturing chemists ar placing upon the n1arket from 
time to time many new fungicides and insecticides. Son1e of 
them are so highly recommende!f by the manufa:cturers that it was 
de~med advisable to test a few of them in the field. Certain pos-
sible fungicides and insecticides are also always presenting 
themselves to persons engaged in spra.ying and some of the most 
promising were tested in 1911. rrhe following homemade and 
proprietary mixtures were experimented with: 
Plat 17. Lime sulfur-ar enate with 2 pounds of copper sulfate to 
each 50 gallon 
Plat 18. Lime sulfur-ar enate ·with 1 pound of copper sulfate to 
each 50 gallons 
. Plat 19. Bordeaux-ar enate 1-1-2-50, to which has been added com-
mercial lime sulfur containing 4 pounds of sulfur in olu-
tion · 
Plat 20. Lime sulfur-ar enate with 3 pound of copper sulfate to 
each 50 gallons 
Plat 27 . . Cucasa, 7 ~~ pound to 4.0 gallon of water, with 2 pound 
arsenate of lead per 50 gallons 
Plat 28. Copper ferrocyanide 
Plat 4.0. · StJ.lfocide, 1 gallon to 250 gallon water, with Paris green 4 
ounces to each 50 gallons. 
With the exception of plat 4·0 the first three r egular applica-
tions were given. The injury following the second application 
of Sulfocide and Paris green was so severe that it was necessary 
to discontinue the tr atment. 
EFF'EC'l' 0 FOLIAGE 
All the mixtures of li1ne sulfur-arsenate and copper sulfate 
showed quite plainly upon the tr s and varied in color from 
dark brown to almost black. Plats 18 and_ 19 looked very much 
alike, with plat 17 a somewhat darker brown, and plat 20 almost 
black. Permanent injury from thes sprays was negligible, altho 
for several days after the application to p1at20 had been made the 
foliage presented a scorched appearance which soon disappeared, 
and thruout the rernainder of thtj season the trees appeared very 
healthy. There was an abundan e of foliage of good size and of 
a dark green eolor on all of these plats. These mix lures were all 
of aboul equal adhesiveness., a-nd r en1ained visible thruout most 
of the sum1ner. 
Cucasa when dry upon the trees Yery much resembled Bor-
deaux 1nixture but did not prove quite so adhesive. There was 
some foliage injury at different ti.rnes during the stunmer, and 
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about 20 percent of Lhe ]eaves turned yellow and fell. ·The rna-
terial used w as sorne that was carried over from 1910, and may 
have been les~ satisfactory than the fr esh product might have 
been. 
Copper ferrocyanide is a new spray of considerable promise 
made frorn copper sulfate and potassium ferrocyanide. The two 
salts w ere dissolved separately, and when poured together pro-
duced a flucculenl red precipitale of copper forrocyanide . This 
tnixture, when applied; was quite visible and gave a red ca.st to 
the foliage. The foliage was quite dense, of good size, and n1uch 
darker green and glossier than that on any other plat in the 
orchard. ·To injury of any kind was noticed at any tim·e during 
the season. It is lhought that this mixture possesses both in-
secticidal and fungi_cidal value but owing to the scarcity of 
insect pests and fungous dis ases as w ell as conditions condu-
cive to foliage injury, the results oblained lhis year were rather 
indefinite. 'rhe cost of this rnat rial aL the strength used is 
about one-third that of lir).1 e sulfur-arsenate. 
EFFEC'r ON FRUI'I' 
The records upon the fruit frorn plat26, which was sprayed 
with 4-4-9- 50 Bord a:ux rnixture, \vere used wilh which to com-
pare that harvested from the plats in this experin1ent. 
These records ·show ( Tabl ~ 12) that of the four sprays used 
on plats 17. 1 , 19 and 20 rnade by cornbining lime sulfur-
arsenate and varying amounts of copper sulfate, lhose used on 
plats 17 and 19 controlled scab exceptionally \Vell. The spray 
injury as shown by the russet and burn colurnns ·was negligible. 
The grading was fairly good for all plats. · These results seem to 
indicate that the mixtures made from lirne sulfur-arsenale with 
2 pounds of copper sulfate and with the Bordeaux mixture, as 
used on plats 17 and 19, respectively, are probably the best com-
binations. The mixture with 1 pound copper sulfate appeared to 
be· too w eak to properly control the fungous diseases , and the 
mixture with 3 pounds of copper sulfale produced a very bulky 
precipitate which prevented a thoro coating of all parts of the 
fruit and foliage. 
The fungicidal value of Cucasa was almost equal to that of 
Bordeaux mixture, and no russeting of .the fruit followed its use. 
Copper ferrocya;nide, the material applied to . plat 28, was used 
very sparingly, as nothing was known regarding its action upon 
the foliage and fruit previous to this test. These are the first 
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TABLE 1 2 .--EXAMINATION OF PICKED FRUIT FROM TREES SPRA YEO WITH ~ 
CERTAIN NEW MIXTURES, 1911 
I Apple 
~ 
~-~ ~ ....., 
~oo a:> 1=1 c::c: C-<-" ~ a:> ;j Q.)<l> Q) ~ 
Plat Treatment ::::a~ ~Percent a:>.O ~'+-< om ~a c;. 0~ >-<00 0., .s s Total 1=-<0 Q.)i=-< Q.> ;::l 0.-<-" No. -<-";::l (/) . Q) (/) o.,a:> o.,>-< ci::-= · ~ ~.0 1 "2 0., ..c ;j 
""" 0 0 
-- -- -
- - -
-
-
~ 
17 Lime sulfur-ar enate 
with 2-50 copper 
sulfate . . .. 1, 2,3 2980 1:4. 78 19 1 3 7 3 1 1 18 Lime sulfur-arsenate 
with 1-50 copper 
sulfate ........... . .. 1, 2, 3 4773 20i 70 23 7 22 16 2 3 
19 Lime ulfur-ar enate 
with 1-1-50 Bor-
141 I 81 deaux mixture ..... 1, 2, 3 :i158 17 2 8 0 3 0 
20 Lime sulfur-arsenate 
with 3-50 copper 0 . sulfate . ... · .......... 1, 2, 3 7175 32i 85 14 1 25 30 4 
26 4-4-2-50 Bordeaux-
arsenate ........ ... 1, 2, 3 9870 37! 71 20 9 18 0 7 0 
27 pucasa 7%-40, 2-50 
4520 2 ~f arsenate ........... 1, 2, 3 70 28 2 24 0 0 0 28 Copper ferrocyanide. 1, 2, 3 7725 31~ 83 15 2 29 13 0 0 
Check No treatment ·. 1589 1 6 11 42 47 85 99 0 0 
results obtained upon fruit sprayed with this mixture and. are 
very encouraging. The apples picked from this plat were col-
ored perfectly and had a very polished finish. 
While most of these new sprays gave very pron1ising results 
no recommendations can be n1ade until they have been further 
tested. 
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SUNIM RY 
1. Bordeaux mixture, made fron1 4 pounds of copper sul-
fate , 4 pounds of li1ne and 50 gallons of-water: is a rnore etllc.ienL 
fungicide for use upon apples than any of the lilne sulfur sprays. 
2. A concentrated lime sulfur solution equivalent in eill-
ciency tq commercial solutions can be made and stored by lhe 
grower . 
. 3. Self-boiled lime and sulfur is easily washed .off an~ 
pos e ses very little fungicidal value in lhe control of apple 
scab. 
4. Applications of litne sulfur in combination with arsenate 
of lead, made later than two or three weeks after the fall of the 
petals , are apt to causes rious injury to bolh fo.li.age and fruit. 
5. The most satisfactory treatment for apples consisted of 
(1) 4-4-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate for the application irrnuediately 
preceding. the bloom;, (2) lime sulfur solution, 50 gallons of 
which contain d 4 pDunds of sulfur, in cornbinalion \Vith 2 · 
pounds of arsenate of lead,, for the application immediately after 
the fall of the petals , and (3 ) 4-4-2-50 Bordeaux-arsenate for 
the .application nutde. about ten days aJLer the fall of the petals. 
6. Injuries to foliage and fruit following the use of Bor-
deaux mixture were lessened ( 1 ) by following the applications of 
Bordeaux mixture as soon as dry with 4-50 milk of lime, and · (2 ) 
by using the drench spray of Bordeaux r~ixture . 
. 7. Applications of 1nilk of lime had a stimulating effect 
upon the foliage, and in 1910 shielded the fruit front the freeze 
of April 23. . 
8. In 1911 a solution of lime sulfur containing 2¥2 pounds 
of sulfur .in each 50. gallons, and cOinbined with arsenate of 
lead, prevented scab better than did stronger solutions. 
9. . For use with lin1e sulfur solulion, neutral or ortho arse-
nate ·of lead gave b Uer r esults than arsenates containing higher 
percen tages of arsenic oxid. 
10. A: n1ixture of lime sulfur solution and arsenate of lead 
was 1nore efficient in preventing apple scab than li1ne sulfur 
used alone. 
11. Arsenate of lead when used alone exerted some fungi-
cidal action, but caused considerable foliage injury. 
12. Lime sulfur-ars nate in combination wilh copper sul-
fal "' gave an e1ficient pray and caus d no injury to either fruit 
or foliage. 
13. Sulfocide in cmnbination with Paris green caused very 
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serious foliage injury. 
14. Cucasa proved aln1ost as efficient as Bordeaux n1ixture 
in preventing infection· of scab and caused no russeting of lhe 
frui.t but consideraple injury to i.he foliage. 
15. Copper ferrocyanide, n1ade from copper sulfate and 
potassium ferrocyanide, controlled scab and insects very 
efficienlly. · 
FIG. 7--STA'riON . HEADQUARTERS', NEOGA, ILLINOIS 
